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About This Game

Third Person Perspective arcade game. Defend your base against hordes of aliens intent on taking over our Solar System.

When I was a lad, games were real games. TV was violent, with plenty of swearing and stereotyping and - most importantly -
"THINGS EXPLODING". Computer graphics weren't quite as good, but we made up for it with our imaginations! But now you

have to imagine no longer. The past has come back (for better or worse). Sol Galactic Defender is the old arcade shooter
brought up to date with even bigger technicolour EXPLOSIONS.

Forget the stress balls, shooting things is far more stress relieving, especially when they explode. And as aliens aren't real, it is
also politically correct - as well as morally acceptable!

Now with added BASE, "feel dem explosions" (Woofer recommended).

Third Person Perspective arcade game. Defend your base against hordes of aliens intent on taking over our Solar System.
Key Features:

Main Key Features:
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*Shooting "Despicable" Aliens which explode with great panache!

*Different alien weapons including homing missiles.

*Retro game HUD and player life mechanic

*1980s Arcade Game shooting mechanic.

*Original Music Score and Sound FX.

*Sounds Optimized for woofer speakers.

*Extra lives and Base lives power pills.

*8 levels located on different planets in our solar system.

*Glossary of Aliens

*Interesting Information about each planet!

General overview

As the player, you have a Hover tank and 3 lives. You shoot missiles which take time to reach their target. This is meant to
simulate the old 2D arcade shooters. Your movement is restricted to an area around your base which normally has destructible

defences on the periphery.

 Various Aliens attack in waves, firing missiles at you, your base and defences. Different aliens have different attacks, some of
these home in on you, some on your base. To counter these, you have flairs to confuse their targeting computers.

You must defend your base which has a number of lives (except on level 1). On some levels there are also shield bases. These
provide the power for the shields around your base, if destroyed the shield drops and your base may be attacked. Different

aliens have different weapons. Some of these will target you some your base.

 On most levels the player shooting mechanism is confined to a single plane. This means that if an alien jumps you can no longer
shoot him. On higher levels this mechanic is removed and I experiment with different variants of the shooting mechanism. This

is one of the things I would like to get feedback on, and experiment with during the early access.

On level 6 I introduce a wave mechanic for the floor, i.e. your floating on a sea of very hot water. In this level there is an auto
targeting feature, which is toggle on and off. This works on some aliens but not others whom have "STEALTH"
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Title: Sol Galaxy Defender
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Quack Games
Publisher:
James Habgood
Release Date: 12 Feb, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Vista

Processor: Dual Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7xxx or Nvidia Geforce GTX 680

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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The real fun starts when you get to Justice smack monsters in the head.

9\/10 would smack again. Want a fps?
Do you want to play good comunity made maps?
Want high edge graphics?
Well this isn't your game.This is just a low graphic no players ripoff of God knows what that contains variety of 3 weapons to
choose/There maybe more but the game doesnt say anything).
Soo dont spend your time on it or money or any other thing.. Resident Evil: Revelations 2 DLC - The Struggle

The Struggle feels like story content that was supposed to be in the main game but they couldn't find a good enough
place for it to fit into the main narrative. It features some very important character development for Moira and I can
honestly say I thoroughly enjoyed it.. love it .grouping in a hightclub listerning to your favs nice one just needs more
intaction. Cannot recommend this game. Nothing fun here for me.. An excellent soundtrack. At times it's relaxing, and
at times very epic. The mood of the music really adds to the game, too. If you like good video game music check this one
out.. Although time based games and platform games are normally not my forte, I really like this game.
It is easy to play, quickly addictive and has some nice original twists to it.
Also love the look 'n feel.
Keep up the good work!. Graphics}---
☐ Masterpiece
☑ Beautiful
☐ Good
☐ Decent
☐ Will do
☐ Bad
☐ Awful
☐ Paint.exe

---{Gameplay}---
☐ Try not to get addicted
☐ Very good
☑ Good
☐ Nothing special
☐ Ehh
☐ Bad
☐ Just don’t

---{Audio}---
☐ Eargasm
☐ Very good
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☑ Good
☐ Decent
☐ Not too bad
☐ Bad
☐ Earrape

---{Audience}---
☐ Kids
☐ Teens
☑ Adults
☐ Everyone

---{PC Requirements}---
☐ Check if you can run paint
☐ Potato
☐ Minimum
☑ Decent
☑ Fast
☐ Rich boi
☐ Ask NASA if they have a spare computer

---{Difficulty}---
☐ Just press a bunch of buttons
☑ Easy
☐ Significant brain usage
☑ Easy to learn / Hard to master
☐ Not so easy
☐ Difficult
☐ Dark Souls

---{Story}---
☐ Doesn’t have (Not counting historical stuff)
☐ Something isn’t nothing I guess
☐ Not great
☐ Average
☑ Good
☐ Lovely
☐ Will make you cry or smile a lot

---{Game Time}---
☐ Long enough for a cup of tea
☐ Short
☐ Average
☑ Long
☐ Depends on you
☑ Endless

---{Bugs}---
☐ Never had any
☑ Minor bugs
☐ Few bugs
☐ Can get annoying
☐ Ruining the game
☐ The game itself is a big terrarium for bugs
☑ Bad AI bots. I've never before seen a developer work so hard into making a poor product shine. That alone makes
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this title worthy of picking up.

I have been playing pen and paper RPGs for over 30 years and computer RPGs since the late 80s, so I suppose I am
more forgiving on graphics quality than some. What I fiend for in games are interesting combat systems and diverse
skills. So far, this title doesn't disappoint.

I feel that watching my fledgling characters grow as the adventure progresses will be quite gratifying in this title. I
can't wait to get into some serious questing.

One thing I still can't stand in this game is the English language voice acting. They need some serious help in the
voiceover depatment. Monotonous doesn't even begin to describe the voice work, though it may be an ESL issue.

Regardless, this is a small quibble about a product that has been considerably improved over the last few weeks. I am
excited to see what other new features and improvements are introduced in the weeks and months to come.

-T
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Its cheap, yes. It has comical cute graphics, yes. But the gameplay is awful. Totally pointless and the fonts used are hard to read.
So no, even at 1USD I wouldn't buy this game.. This is the ♥♥♥♥♥est game I have ever played. I had more fun sat in a dentist
chair having a root canal............................. A standalone Source engine game, Estranged: Act I attempts to create a unique
storyline with breathtaking details. Originally a mod for Half-Life 2: Episode Two, Estranged has finally been released onto
Steam as a standalone game, so you don't need any other games in order to play it. The game even adds assets from games such
as Counter-Strike: Source and Counter-Strike: Global Offensive showing that the team really went out of their way to make this
masterpiece. So far, I am enjoying Act II's public alpha, however I wish that Act II still used the Source Engine, but
unfortunately it had hindered development too much.... This is not a battle with snow, it is a battle with your hidden emotional
inadequacies--a battle with the belief that not even a plow can fill the empty gap in your dark soul with pristine white winter
magic. Clear the streets, clear your mind.. If you are tired of playing the same type of game and want to try something totally
different; then this is it. This game isn't for everyone. If you are easily offended (snowflake) then i don't recommend it for you.
Never played this genre before but it's actually well done. The story is imaginative; battle system is simple to play, and main
character is certainly "off the chain".. Bought this game, and never got to play it. Fails to load every time. I have a screaming
system, and an Nvidia 550Ti. I want my money back.. Just finished game and I walk away satisfied. Interesting little story but
there was one conversation where I was locked into a negative response and I wish I was not. Graphics were fine and
background music forgettable but not intrussive. I liked the hint system which was nothing more than highlighting points of
interest and actionable spots, but I don't think you will have to resort to it much if any. Puzzles were more on the simple side and
I'm calling them simple because I had no difficulty with none of them except for one and that was becaue I had to be very
percise where I used an item from my inventory. No pixel hunting involved, but lots of back-tracking though that did not slow
down the game. There were notes scattered throughout the game and some had information needed to complete the game so be
sure to read them cafefully, and this is where you will encounter a problem. The notes were in a somewhat cursive font which
was hard to read at times. I read in discussions that someone change resolution so as to make these notes easier to read. I did not
have to resort to that but I did have to put some effort in reading the notes. I wish that the game charactor read them as you
looked at them but other than that I came across nothing that killed the game for me. I played this on a Windows 10 and the only
problem I came across was in saving the game. Play this game on combatibility for Windows 8 and you should have no problem
at all. There are more than one ending but I liked the good one so I did not reload last save point to see any others. That's it.
Hope you had as much fun as I did.. Just another Viki Spotter game.. I guess I should have taken the title literally, but it was
never made that clear how tough the game would be. The difficulty curve is unforgiving, making this a fairly frustrating
experience. There are no checkpoints, so if you fall off the level, you always have to start over. Sometimes foreground objects
can obscure your view when hopping between platforms.

The blurb got "time killer" right, but most of the other points - "interesting setting" fairly samey levels, "Nice graphics" standard
Unity visuals, "soundtracks" kind of goofy, but somewhat works with the game. The sound effect that plays when you collect
the umbrellas is pathetic.

I gave up after Level 1-8 and the diagonal bomb path. I don't know what kind of masochist would tolerate any more of the
game. Disappointing, as the idea of a simplistic 3D marble\/ball platforming game had potential.. gay -100000/10
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